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Security of Supply Concepts and 
Resource Junior Speculation



The Four Core Resource Sector Narratives

Commodity Cycle Security of Supply

Gold BugDiscovery Exploration



Financial Sector Favorites



Financial Sector Orphans

Kaiser Favorites











• Prospect-Generator Farmout Model – difficult due to exploration cutbacks for 
majors, inability of life-style juniors to raise capital, and savage terms that leave 
juniors with as little as 15% net and weak news timelines

• Risk adverse climate dominated by insistence on full warrants and a clip and 
flip mentality that leaves juniors with unproductive warrant overhangs

• Focus needs to be on juniors with a geological visionary supported by a strong 
technical team backed by capital

• Companies must have a majority owned flagship exploration play that has 
plausible potential for fundamental success, a true “project of merit”

• Project must be supported by a new geological model, evidence for the 
presence of a prize with sufficient scale to be worth developing, and/or an 
innovative exploration method that makes visible brand new targets

• The junior must have the ability to articulate the story that allows retail 
investors to understand the potential for fundamental success

• Ideally a new discovery will have replication implications that spawns 
speculative interest in similar exploration plays

Discovery Exploration Narrative



$750 million buyout by Goldcorp

What does it take these days to 
count as a major new discovery?





$8 million raised with no warrants! X



If the world wants 
more gold than 
already exists 
above ground, the 
price will have to 
rise above $1,200 
per oz while costs 
stay where they 
are.



China mined 
1,961 t after 
reporting 1,054 t 
central bank 
reserves in 2009. 
In 2015 it reported 
reserves had 
grown only 631 t 
to 1,658 t. Is 
China a net seller 
of gold?



QE has not 
unleashed 
inflation 
because the 
velocity of 
money has slid 
to a record low 
due to a 
confidence 
crisis.



Recovery in household 
net worth too skewed to 
unleash a wealth effect 
that accelerates the 
velocity of money.



Deleveraging 
and stagnant 
wage growth 
has created an 
end-times 
mentality that 
inhibits a broad 
based credit 
expansion and 
organic growth.



Low yields and 
high savings 
restrain 
consumption by a 
retiree generation 
with the greatest 
longevity 
expectation in 
history.



The false expectation 
is that the 
normalization of 
interest rates will 
make everything 
worse by sending the 
USD higher, sagging 
the bond market, 
popping equity 
markets, and 
ultimately the global 
economy. Good for 
neither commodity 
nor gold prices.













• Conventional arguments for higher gold 
prices do not promise the real price gains 
needed to turn high hanging fruit into low 
hanging fruit

• Global prosperity growth coupled with relative 
decline of American supremacy does promise 
a higher real gold price

• The China super-cycle is exhausted and India 
needs 10 years of 10% growth to trigger the 
next super-cycle

• Main metals are suffering from the traditional 
glut created by a massive supply mobilization 
response

• China’s margin call fueled liquidation of hard 
assets is causing the current capitulation 
washout but it is finite

• If America’s attempt to normalize interest 
rates fails, we descend into a global 
depression

Gold Bug & Commodity Cycle Narratives



• Geopolitical supply 
disruptions

• Transportation supply 
disruptions

• Deposit depletion 

• Policy Demand Drivers 

• Policy Supply Disrupters

• Usage Innovation

• Process Innovation

• Functionality innovation 

• Fashion Trends

Security of Supply 
Narratives



Potential Geopolitical TrainWrecks













Energy Efficiency is 
Apolitical



Scandium

The shy 
metal 
that will 
steal the 
show.



• Strengthens aluminum – allowing weight 
reduction without safety sacrifice

• Does not reduce conductivity of aluminum 
– stronger high tension wires can have 
longer spans between support towers 
without wheeling losses 

• Weld joints are as strong as the alloy 
material – important for high stress 
applications such as airplane struts and 
skins

• Amenable to 3D printing with AlSc powders

• Corrosion resistant – naval applications

• Raises the melt point of aluminum – allows 
weight saving applications such as car 
brake rotors

Scandium: Aluminum’s Perfect Alloy Spouse

Could scandium do for the $100 billion aluminum market what 
niobium did for steel if there were a primary, scalable supply?



Aluminum Alloy Market

Solid Oxide Fuel MarketIf you build 
the supply 
the demand 
will come!



During the past 50 years 
hundreds of patents involving 
scandium have been filed. To 
this day the holders and the 
media lament scandium’s 
scarcity.

Almost nobody in the financial 
sector gets what a game 
changer this is about to 
become.

During the last 6 years major 
enriched scandium deposits 
have been found by juniors that 
offer primary, scalable supply 
potential. 

If the first thing your advisor 
says is that the market is only 
10-15 tpa, you are not working 
with the sharpest tool in the 
shed.





The story of what Araxa helped 
niobium do for the steel industry. 
If you provide primary supply, 
the demand will come.
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